
LASZLO CO. ,  LTD.



From designing to sharing any lifestyle,

we have come this far.
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"László" is derived from Hungarian, and the company

name pays tribute to the inventor of the world's

first ballpoint pen, " Bíró László ".

Taiwan Laszlo Co., Ltd. will continue its innovative

and reformist spirit, dedicated to providing

customers with the world's finest and classic

stationery brands while also developing and

introducing more high-quality lifestyle products to

implement a classic and elegant lifestyle. We focus

more on the style and characteristics of each

customer, selecting and recommending products

according to their different features and styles,

providing resources in a small-quantity and

diversified manner, and establishing a convenient

and complete supply-demand balance..

About Us



Business content
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Agent and distributor of domestic and

foreign branded stationery

European, American, Japanese, and Korean

lifestyle products

Stylish household items, kitchen utensils, and

daily necessities



Our business
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In our commitment to promoting the world's

finest and most iconic stationery brands,

Laszlo is dedicated to seeking representative

stationery from various brands. 

Beyond aesthetics and functionality, we also

place a significant emphasis on the historical

value and stories behind these brands. In an

era characterized by numerous emerging

brands, we work with our partners to

preserve these timeless classics that have

traversed various ages.

Classic Stationery



Our lifestyle selection encompasses

various categories, from tableware,

textiles, and fabrics to storage solutions,

kitchen utensils, and more. 

Whether it's the sophistication of

European and American styles or the

simplicity of Japanese and Korean designs,

you can discover a variety of aesthetics

through the brands we partner with. In

this daily pursuit of elevating the quality

of life, a unique tool or a small cup can

be the key to unlocking your lifestyle.

Our business
Lifestyle Selection
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Our business
Taiwan Original

and 
more...

In addition to introducing classic

stationery and lifestyle selections

from abroad, we are also committed to

exporting original Taiwanese

illustration products worldwide.

 Through the exquisite works and

designs of our illustrators, we try to

provide more people with the

opportunity to discover and appreciate

Taiwan.

https://www.laszlo.com.tw/collections/taiwandesign
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Our Mission

Quality materials, good designs, craftsmanship

and sustainability.

We tailor the style of each unique store, and we

look forward to having you on board, working

together to promote these products and create

limitless possibilities.



company information

Tuesday - Saturday      11 am to 20 pm

Sunday      11 am to 18 pm
Business Hours 

Laszlo Co., Ltd.Company Name

Related Companies TPL - STATIONERY

+886 4 23019297Phone Number

Overseas Sales 吳鑑軒 Kenken
kenken@laszlo.com.tw

徐立凡 Rick
Rick@laszlo.com.tw

https://www.tpl-stationerylife.com.tw/

https://www.laszlo.com.tw/

Address No.89, Shengping St., West Dist., 

Taichung City 403, Taiwan

mailto:kenken@laszlo.com.tw
mailto:Rick@laszlo.com.tw
https://www.tpl-stationerylife.com.tw/
https://www.laszlo.com.tw/



